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PROJECT OVERVIEW
“How does art help me to understand and make sense of who I am?”
For the Adventures in Art (AinA) program, I worked with Ms. Churchill's multi-age class
of 3rd, 4th, and 5th graders in the Many Rivers program at Hall School. Based on
teacher feedback, I decided to explore personal narrative through mask making, which
was determined to be a good fit for the student’s interests and previous experience.
Some 4th and 5th graders had created masks in the previous year, and all understood
the principles of narrative and storytelling.
Designed to connect students with the Institute of Contemporary Art (ICA)
Confabulations of Millennia exhibit, My Mask, My Story was specifically inspired by
Melora Kuhn’s Waterfall Bust and Delft Bust. In order to make our visit to the ICA
productive and inspirational to the student artists, a significant amount of time was
spent discussing and storytelling about the artwork during the classroom pre-visit.
Melora Kuhn, Waterfall Bust
From her website:
Melora Kuhn’s work is an ongoing investigation of
the human experience, within the self, and within
society. Drawing from American history, fairy tales
and mythology, Kuhn takes specific images and
alters them accordingly, in an effort to examine
patterns of thinking and ways of being. Her interest
lies in what is left out or forgotten, in the
deterioration of a solid form or known history, in
something that appears to be one thing, but is quite
another.

To introduce the concept of Visual Thinking Strategies and storytelling as a way to
understand and discuss art, I created a set of VTS Trading Cards that all students
received during the pre-visit. These cards helped reinforce the guiding questions of
VTS, while allowing the students to become familiar with the artwork they would
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experience during their upcoming gallery tour. Students were also introduced to masks
across many cultures through a slideshow of provoking images and series of short
videos of masks worn in Venice, in a Haida raven dance in the Pacific Northwest, and
from a ceremonial dance in Mali, West Africa.
During the pre-visit, students brainstormed ideas in their sketchbooks, then created a
2D mask design on paper. They were prompted to include three attributes they would
express visually in their narrative mask, and to list specific materials that they needed
for building their mask.
On the day of the workshops, students participated in an highly interactive gallery tour,
followed by a hands-on art project in MECA’s Room 509. Starting like Melora Kuhn
with a simple classical form (in this case, a paper half mask), students used their 2D
plans as a starting point for creating 3D masks. Students were shown how to build a
paper relief using cardstock and cardboard with tape and hot glue. A requirement of
the project was that all students must build off the basic mask form with cardboard or
other materials to create an entirely new mask shape, one that expressed their
narrative or story. Once the paper construction was completed, students could move
on to paint their masks, and finally embellish with fabric, feathers, glitter, and more.
An important feature of the workshop was the environment - a modified Teaching for
Artistic Behavior (TAB) / Choice layout. Students began the mask making at a central
table, with individual stations set up around the room, which were clearly labeled with
instructional guidelines. Once students had fulfilled the main project requirement of
extending their mask form, they were free to move around the room, selecting
materials and experimenting with assembly techniques. This was a successful model,
as evidenced by the overwhelming positive response to having freedom to choose their
own materials and building techniques.
AinA is based on the Discipline Based Art Education (DBAE) framework, which seeks to
develop students understanding and appreciation of art, as well as to create their own
artwork. With this in mind, My Mask My Story incorporated art history, aesthetics, art
production and criticism throughout the multi-day project.
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Pre-Visit Lesson Plan
Project Name: Adventures in Art Pre-Visit - My
Mask, My Story

Project Description:

Time Span: 2 classes, 1 Hr 15 Minutes & 1 Hr
Grades: 3 - 5
Author: Samara Yandell

Students prepare for their upcoming
Adventures in Art visit to the Institute of
Contemporary Art (ICA) and Maine College
of Art (MECA). Gallery images and Visual
Thinking Strategies (VTS) are introduced for
teaching students how to think about and
discuss the Confabulations of Millenia
exhibit. Students start planning their visual
art project My Mask, My Story through
viewing provoking images, class discussion,
and sketchbook / worksheet prompts.

Essential Question:

Provoking Questions:

How does art help me to understand and make sense
of who I am?

What stories do works of art tell? What do I
see when looking at art? How can I talk
about art with my classmates? How do
masks tell stories? How can these stories be
told visually? How can I express my inner
self by creating an external mask? What
aspects of myself do I want to share with
others? How do other cultures use masks?
What role do masks play across cultures?
What are our expected classroom
behaviors? Why do we need these
behaviors? What are the rules of the gallery?
Why do we have these rules? How can I help
my classmates by following the rules?
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Visual Provocation: (See Appendix 1)

Melora Kuhn
Waterfall Bust

Martha Aquero
Spiderman

Oscar Sancho Nin
Monarch

Contemporary Venetian Mask
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Fang Mask, Gabon, 19th Century

Ryan Wilson Kelly, Faux Foo Dogs

Native American Bird Mask, 19th Century

Richard Saja, A Three Day Party (detail)
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Maine Learning Results:

Lesson Objectives:

Assessment Criteria:

1. B3 Making Meaning

1. Students will draw and design
visual ways to represent their
personal narrative.

1. Communicating
meaning

2. Students will discuss purposes
of masks in different world
cultures.

2. Description of shared
culture

3. Students will learn about and
discuss conceptual art through an
introduction to the Confabulations
of Millenia exhibit

3. VTS Discussion

Students create artworks that
communicate ideas, feelings, and
meanings and demonstrate skill in
the use of media, tools,
techniques, and processes.
2 E1 Arts and World Cultures
Students describe characteristics
shared between and among the
arts and other disciplines.
3. Discipline Based Art
Education - Art History
Introduce Confabulations of
Millenia exhibit and discuss
conceptual art / juxtaposition.
Vocabulary:

Materials:

Instructional Resources:

Maine College of Art
Institute for Contemporary Art
Confabulation
Narrative

Sketchbooks
Worksheets
Paper
Markers
Beach ball

Poster of Daily Schedule
Classroom Agreements
(on whiteboard)
Google slide show
MECA Sketchbooks
Design Template Worksheet
VTS Trading Cards
(see Appendix)
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Direct Instruction:

Evidence of Making:

Day 1
1:30 - 1:45 PM
- Circle up on rug
- Do introductions
- Discuss classroom agreements
- Play name game
1:45 - 2 PM
- Show slideshow, stopping to discuss slides throughout using
VTS for slides of art
- After slideshow, re-explain entire project and timeline (including
gallery visit, workshop time, and school exhibition)
2 - 2:20 PM
- Hand out sketchbooks
- Show slide of provoking questions
- Assign students to hand out markers and colored pencils
- Work on sketchbooks / idea bank
- Clean up with student volunteers
2:20 - 2:30 PM
- Circle back on rug
- Beach ball reflection with formative assessment
- Go over ongoing sketchbook assignment with their teacher to
clarify expectations
Day 2
2:20 - 3:20 PM
- Circle on rug
- Review Classroom Agreements
- Introduce “Attention Artists” as classroom quieting tool
- Discuss ICA rules and why important
- Hand out VTS Trading Cards
- Take turns going around circle discussing artwork on cards
according to VTS prompts
- Collect cards
- Reintroduce project “My Mask, My Story”
- Check for understanding
- Ask for students to take seats
- Select student volunteers to hand out materials
- Students work on design template for remainder of class time
- When finished, students may have a set of VTS trading card to
keep
- Early finishers may work with a partner to examine VTS cards
and discuss art
Clean up:

Technology:

Ask for student volunteers to collect markers and colored pencils,
students hand sketchbooks and mask worksheets for materials
shopping list.

Projector, laptop, internet
connection
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Accommodations/Modifications:
Universal Design for Learning
Establish and review of posted classroom agreements
Visual instructions in addition to oral
Schedule and vocabulary posted for reference
Multiple media (markers, crayons, colored pencils) available for students to choose from
Check for understanding before proceeding to next part of lesson
Lesson broken into smaller parts with opportunities for movement in between
Students can help each other with spelling for assessments if needed
Assessment:
Day 1 Formative Assessment - Beach Ball
What color is your mask right now? What color is your mask when you are playing with friends? What shape is
your mask on the weekends? What does you mask smell like when you are walking in the woods? Does your
mask help you show your feelings? Does your mask help you hide your feelings?
Day 2 Embedded Assessment - Mask Worksheet
Name 3 things you want your mask to tell about you

Gallery Tour and Workshop Lesson Plan
Project Name: Adventures in Art - My Mask, My
Story

Project Description:

Time Span: 4 Hours
Grade:3, 4, 5
Author: Samara Yandell

Starting with an ICA tour and VTS
discussion, students will identify stories and
make connections with the Confabulations
of Millenia exhibit using the Token/Response
game as a prompt. Students will then design
and create individual masks that
communicate personal narrative though 3D
paper relief, painting, and mixed found
materials in a Teaching for Artistic Behavior
(TAB) / Choice based environment.

Essential Question:

Provoking Questions:

How does art help me to understand and make sense
of who I am?

How can I communicate my personal story
visually? What aspects of myself do I want
to share with others? What does it mean to
wear a mask? What materials best represent
my story? How do different cultures use
mask? What kind of environment do I need
to be creative? Does having more choice in
art encourage me to try new things?
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Visual Provocation: (See Appendix 1)

Maine Learning Results:

Lesson Objectives:

Assessment Criteria:

1. B3 Making Meaning

1.Students will consider how to
visually represent their personal
story in the design and build of
their 3D paper masks.

1. Communicating
meaning

2. Students will discuss purposes
of masks in different world
cultures.

2. Description of shared
culture

3. Students will use at least 3
materials / elements in the design
and build of their story mask.

3. Process / materials

4. Students will develop 3D design
and building skills using paper, hot
glue, paint and mixed materials.

4. Craft

Students create artworks that
communicate ideas, feelings, and
meanings and demonstrate skill in
the use of media, tools,
techniques, and processes.
2.E1 Arts and World Cultures
Students describe characteristics
shared between and among the
arts and other disciplines.
3. C1 Application of Creative
Process
Students describe and apply steps
of creative problem-solving.
a. Identify problem.
b. Define problem.
c. Generate a variety of solutions.
d. Implement solution(s).
e. Evaluate solution(s).
4. Discipline Based Art
Education - Develop Craft

Vocabulary:

Materials:

Instructional Resources:

Symmetry / Balance
Scale
Embellish

Paper Masks, Masking Tape
Elastic Cord, Acrylic Paint
Paint Brushes, Low Temp Hot
Glue & Glue Sticks
Mirrors, Hair Dryers

Mask Slideshow
Books about masks
Sample masks
Schedule and agreements on
whiteboard
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Mixed paper, Cardstock
Scissors
Mixed materials (pom poms,
pipe cleaners, wire, beads,
Paper plates
Poster paper

Mask Design Template
Table tent instructions
Signage for centers
Word wall vocabulary cards
ICA VTS Cards
Exit Ticket

Direct Instruction:

Evidence of Making:

Before students arrive:
Create one large student work area in center of the room.
Cover tables with paper
Put out instructional resources
- Tabletents
- Posters
Set up materials centers (reference, paint, hot glue, mixed materials,
cardstock & paper)
Mark stations with signage
Assign student seating
Establish separate gathering space on floor with foam tiles by
whiteboard with stool for teacher
Cohort Assistance:
Greta - Teaching Assistant (Gallery tour with small group, materials
management during workshop, mask fittings)
Hannah - Documentation
Mattea - Gallery tour with small group, hot glue station
Amanda - Floater - lunch and bathroom
Jabez - Mask photographer
Day of Workshop:
9:30 - 9:45 AM
- Greet students outside and then have sit on stairs
- Review agreements / rules of gallery
- Walking feet, Indoor voices, Hands Free (not on art, not on walls,
not on each other) Empty mouths (no gum), Open minds
- Discuss why rules are important
9:45 - 10:30 AM
- VTS Gallery tour
- Remind them of questions on VTS trading card game
- Token / Response Game
- Reflection
10:30 - 11:15 AM
- Go to room 509
- Review agreements
- Review mask template designs
- Introduce steps of mask making process and “centers”
(paper cutting, hot glue, assemblage / mixed materials, painting)
- Check for understanding
- Hand out masks
- Start working on building masks using cut paper and cardstock
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-

Mini clean up - brushes in water, scraps recycled, work space
tidied
11:15 AM LUNCH
- Lunch in cafeteria
11:45 - 1:00 PM
- Continue building masks
- Start painting masks
- No painting unless at least one piece of cardboard is added to
the mask
1:00 PM STRETCH BREAK / CHECK IN
- Remind students that 3 additive elements are required
- Embellishments added only when painting is completed
- Hair dryers speed the drying process
- Finalize mask fitting with cotton balls or strips of felt
- Exit Ticket when mask is complete
- Early finishers can make additional accessories for mask
1:00 - 1:15 PM
- Clean up with students taking jobs
- All try on mask for photos
1:15 - 1:25 PM
- Reflection and discussion about exhibition
1:30 PM
- Bus pick up
Clean up:

Technology:

Pre-lunch clean up
- Recycle scraps of paper
- Paint brushes in water
- Unplug glue guns
- Leave workstations tidy
End of day clean up, jobs assigned
- Each student responsible for putting mask on drying rack
- Paint brush collector
- Palette collector
- Floor checker
- Other tasks

Google Drive
TV / Monitor
Visual timer

Accommodations/Modifications:
Universal Design for Learning
Clear verbal instructions “Attention Artists”
Assigned seating (with guidance from classroom teacher)
Review agreements for classroom behavior
Check for understanding frequently
Pair oral instructions with visual reference
Table tents and written schedule on wall
Frequent breaks and movement
Lunch in different space than workshop
Visual timer throughout art making
Allow for choice in material selection
Give warning before transitions
Allow students to move to work at quiet area if required (“concentration accommodation”)
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Assessment:
ICA Formative Assessment
Embedded based on student responses and discussion during tour
- What do I see?
- What makes me say that?
- What is the story?
Workshop Summative Assessment
Exit Ticket
Creative Process
- Does my mask have 3 or more elements?
- Does it extend beyond the original shape?
Craft
- DId I work hard to make a high quality mask?
Post Workshop Reflection / Discussion
Making Meaning - Does my mask tell my story? Can you tell my story by looking at my mask? How do other
cultures use mask?
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APPENDIX 1: Visual Provocations
Previsit Slideshow
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Venetian Mask, Northwest Native American Mask, Fang Mask

Video Footage of Carnival in Venice, Italy
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Video Footage of Dogo Ceremony in Mali, West Africa

Provoking Question Slide for Sketchbook Activity
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Workshop Instructional Slideshow

Examples of Shapes and Texture for Creating Masks with Cardboard
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Examples of Masks Made with Cardboard and Tape
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Example of Paper Mask

Instructional Slide with Lesson Criteria
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APPENDIX 2: Instructional Resources
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APPENDIX 3: Gallery Games
Visual Thinking Strategies Trading Cards

Token / Response Gallery Game
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APPENDIX 4: Handouts & Assessment
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APPENDIX 5: Students at Work
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APPENDIX 6: Exhibition

Installation of student work at Hall School
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Student design templates from pre-visit workshop
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RESOURCES:
Books
Douglas, K. M., & Jaquith, D. B. (2009). Engaging learners through artmaking:
choice-based art education in the classroom. New York, NY: Teachers College Press.
Eisner, E. W. (2011). The arts and the creation of mind. New Haven: Yale Univ.
Press.Gerber, B. L., & Guay, D. M. (2014). Reaching and teaching students with special
needs through art. Reston, VA: National Art Education Association.
Websites
https://www.meca.edu/about/institute-of-contemporary-art/
https://www.asmodee.us/en/games/dixit/
https://vtshome.org/
https://www.theartofed.com/2015/09/06/4-reasons-why-dbae-isnt-dead/
http://www.getty.edu/publications/virtuallibrary/0892361719.html
http://natural-history.uoregon.edu/collections/web-galleries/native-american-masks-no
rthwest-coast-and-alaska
https://metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/312196
http://www.camacana.com/a-brief-history-of-venetian-masks/#.WhrHg7Q-c3E
https://artfulparent.com/2015/04/favorite-art-activities-for-children.html
http://www.handmadecharlotte.com/diy-halloween-masks/
https://www.craftster.org/forum/index.php?topic=375028.0
http://www.papiertheatre.com/ritp-anglais/
Videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=s-fW1DpUdPI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNXlC7L9V2w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z72hzU1_5aE
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